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It's a beautiful day to support Ukraine—and stop Russia and China.

Take a look at our latest action on the grounds of the U.S. Capitol:
Arizona @RepAndyBiggs recently sought to cut aid to Ukraine and surrender to the spread of authoritarianism.

North Carolina @RepDanBishop consistently voted against Ukraine aid, siding with the interests of Russia and China.
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It didn't require night vision to notice Colorado @RepBoebert fiddling with her phone as Congress gave President Zelensky a standing ovation while speaking before Congress in December.
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Oklahoma @RepBrecheen would allow the spread of authoritarianism from Russia and China.
Tennessee's @RepTimBurchett claimed he "support[s] the Ukrainian people in their fight for freedom against Russia" yet voted against Ukraine aid that would help them do it.

Georgia @RepMikeCollins says China is the bigger threat than Russia but fails to realize their interests are tied together. Stop Russia and you will stop China.
Arizona @RepEliCrate told an interviewer he believes the U.S. should "pull back" on aid to Ukraine. You know who won't pull back? Putin. It sends a signal to authoritarians like Putin and Xi that when it comes to freedom, they can wait America out.

Florida's @RepMattGaetz introduced a "Ukraine fatigue" resolution earlier this year to end military and financial aid. This is the message Gaetz wants to send to Putin and Xi: America tires out.
Arizona's @RepGosar was one of only three people to vote against a symbolic vote just weeks after Putin's invasion of Ukraine.

Georgia @RepMTG, a darling of Russian state media, regularly parrots Russian propaganda.
Utah @SenMikeLee’s efforts to block Ukraine aid stands to benefit Putin at a deep cost to our ally.

Florida’s @RepLuna earlier this year angrily emailed a reporter that Ukraine “demanded” F-35s (the request was for less advanced F-16s) but that might explain why she saluted the Air Force with an image of Russian MiGs.
Illinois @RepMaryMiller said at the outset of Putin's invasion that the Ukrainian people need our prayers and sanctions. She refuses to support what Ukraine needs most: our support.

Alabama's @RepBarryMoore called Putin's invasion "evil" at the outset but signed onto the "Ukraine fatigue" resolution seeking to end all aid.
South Carolina @RepRalphNorman says "we've met our goal for Ukraine." By opposing Ukraine aid, Rep. Norman can only help Putin achieve his goal for Ukraine.

Tennessee @RepOgles' effort to cut off Lend-Lease authority for Ukraine was defeated this summer, 360-71.
Kentucky @SenRandPaul blocked quick passage of Ukraine aid last year and threatened a government shutdown over aid.

Montana @RepRosendale voted against a resolution expressing support for the people of Ukraine weeks after Putin’s invasion. It passed 426 to 3.
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Ohio @SenVancePress said in 2022, "I don't really care what happens to Ukraine." His opposition to aid clearly demonstrates this.
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Former top-rated cable host and current star of a web series on "X," @TuckerCarlson is a favorite of Russian state media which approvingly re-air clips of his programming.
Notably, this would probably allow Congress to pass a long-term spending deal—with Ukraine aid—and not tarnish a new GOP speaker’s rule before it really begins.

DAVID JOYCE says he’s talking to Republicans and Democrats about empowering @PatrickMcHenry to be speaker for 30, 45 or 60 days. This would allow the House to pass a funding bill while the GOO figur...
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Democracy is messy but it must be defended, at home and abroad. Ukraine aid is a bulwark against the spread of Putin and Xi’s authoritarianism.

It’s a beautiful day to support Ukraine—and stop Russia and China.

Take a look at our latest action on the grounds of the U.S. Capitol:
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